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Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Bing Zhang
   

Christopher 
Navarro

BD
Configure bd-datawolf once DataWolf 4.0 is 
released

IN-Core/NIST
Sprint tasks
Code review

Ergo
Continue working on calling DataWolf workflows 
from Ergo

General
Finish DataWolf 4.0 release
Rapid VM upgrade from Ubuntu 12.04

 

Craig Willis NDS
iSchool pilot test instance with CKAN support
RDA poster

TERRA
Prototype elastic search UI for metadata 
discussion

NDS
iSchool pilot test instance is up
RDA poster completed

Ended up sick for the latter part of the week, so some items 
still open

David Raila
   

Eugene 
Roeder

   

Htut Khine 
Htay Win
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Indira 
Gutierrez Polo

GLM
Clustering for Geodashboard v3
Fixing controls on details page

In-Core
Building Occupancy Ratio Plugin

GLM
Fixed bugs for some Heidelberg sites not loading
Some progress o clustering for Geodashboard v3

In-Core
Building Occupancy Ratio Plugin

Inna 
Zharnitsky

   

Jing Ge Testing dispy for distribute job
Change logic for Gene_Prioritization_Pipeline in 
data_cleanup_pipeline

Tested dispy for distribute job using existing code
Changed data processing logic for 
Gene_Prioritization_Pipeline in data_cleanup_pipeline, 
added related test code
Changed knpackage's related logic to 
Gene_Prioritization_Pipeline to avoid duplicate data 
processing.

     

Jong Lee
   

Kenton 
McHenry

Vacation Vacation

Luigi Marini
 

GLM 3.1 release and deployment
BD

Finished and deployed events in mongo to develop
Started cleanup of API

Clowder 1.2 release
Worked with Rob to update all machines
Installed JVM 8 on several old machines
Updated software on most production machines

CZO data meeting
Wrote proposal for new activity to create a CZO network 
central repository and presented it

SEAD
Updates databases for fix to events from Max

Marcus 
Slavenas

   

Maxwell 
Burnette

TERRA

get rulechecker extractor v1 written
geospatial metadata & plot clipping plan
new Clowder organization plan (raw v Level 1)

SEAD

filter user comment list by permissions

finish discrimination training

rulechecker V1 mostly written; today hopefully finishing up
delegated tasks for plot clipping to collaborators
finish trainings x2
sick 2 days >:-|

Michal 
Ondrejcek

MDF - Trello_MDF
follow up with MRL researchers
convert surface diffusion records to JSON

MWRD
slides for the meeting on Wednesday
follow up with precipitation 2016 - ISWS
d3 and dTable panes

MDF - Trello_MDF
follow up with MRL researchers
changed dataset structure for a flat json string (no 
higher levels)

MWRD
done
no precipitation, e-mails etc.
progress with d3 graphs
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Sara Lambert Labs Workbench

 

 - NDS-806 Fix dspace automated Docker 

 build RESOLVED

 

 -  NDS-807 Help icon is missing from navbar
RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-777 Re-test that deleting an account 

 deletes that user's home folder RESOLVED

 

 -  NDS-789 ndslabs-startup fixes
RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-793 Use config map for common 

 configuration RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-788 Change ndslabs-startup to use 

 Jinja RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-664 Discuss how to handle non-

 service containers RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-791 Prototype Oauth2 integration 

 with Labs Workbench RESOLVED

KnowEnG

  - Jira project KNOW-85

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.

 

  - Jira project KNOW-82

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.

 

  - Jira project KNOW-84

doesn't exist or you don't 

have permission to view it.

 

Done:

 

 -  NDS-806 Fix dspace automated Docker build
RESOLVED

 

 -  NDS-807 Help icon is missing from navbar
RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-777 Re-test that deleting an account 

 deletes that user's home folder RESOLVED

 -   NDS-789 ndslabs-startup fixes RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-793 Use config map for common 

 configuration RESOLVED

 

 -  NDS-788 Change ndslabs-startup to use Jinja
RESOLVED

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-85

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

Still in progress:

 

 - NDS-664 Discuss how to handle non-service 

 containers RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-791 Prototype Oauth2 integration with 

 Labs Workbench RESOLVED

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-82

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

  - Jira project KNOW-84

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.

 

Michelle Pitcel GLGVO
GLGVO-282

Create Related Tasks
Start first Related Task

GLM 
List Formatting Changes (GEOD-851)
Complete GEOD-838 (bug)
If time: GEOD-853

IMLCZO
Clowder example (IMLCZO-155)

Incorporate changes from review
Schedule review meeting

Pull Request for Flux Tower
If time:

IMLCZO-125
IMLCZO-159

GLGVO
Researched and Created Related Tasks for GLGVO-
282 (GLGVO-319, GLGVO-320, GLGVO-321, GLGVO-
322)

GLM 
GEOD-851 is in review process
GEOD-859 is in review process

IMLCZO
IMLCZO-155 had review meeting

Completed Haven Training Module

  - Jira project KNOW-85

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.

  - Jira project KNOW-82

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.

  - Jira project KNOW-84

doesn't exist or you don't 

have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-85

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-82

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

  - Jira project KNOW-84

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.
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Omar Elabd
 

Out Monday and Friday
Building Portfolio Review
Meeting with OU
Water Network Merging

Pramod Rizal
   

Rob Kooper
Vacation Mon - Wed

Thu catch up email, training session

Fri PEcAn VM + LSST

 

Sandeep 
Puthanveetil 
Satheesan

   

Shannon 
Bradley

Web Page
BD - Project supported transformations audit
Beta Planning matrixes
New Sprints
HR - approvals and stuff
Savannah uploads

 

Yan Zhao
 

sick

Yong Wook 
Kim
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